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I. Introduction and Summary

In 2017, the FCC set the stage for the future of television by authorizing television broadcasters to use the Next Generation TV standard—also known as ATSC 3.0—on a voluntary, market-driven basis.¹ This launched a flurry of collaboration and innovation in the television industry, among broadcasters, networks, equipment manufacturers, other stakeholders, and the FCC itself, to commence a higher level of service that will provide many benefits to consumers. The Commission could bring some of these same benefits to the radio industry by permitting radio broadcasters to use single frequency network (“SFN”) technology to provide one of the main consumer and broadcaster benefits inherent in ATSC 3.0: hyper-local programming, emergency alerting, and advertising. This technology, which we refer to herein as zoned broadcast coverage, can be deployed without causing any interference concerns and

without consumers having to buy any new equipment. It only requires the small rule change proposed herein.

GeoBroadcast Solutions LLC (“GeoBroadcast” or “Petitioner”) has been studying the use of zoned broadcast coverage in the radio industry for a decade. Using zoned broadcast coverage, radio broadcasters would be able to provide (borrowing the Commission’s words) “‘hyper-localized’ content (e.g., geo-targeted weather, targeted emergency alerts, and hyper-local news)” that the Commission recognized as “enhanced capabilit[ies]” in its order authorizing the use of ATSC 3.0.2 Zoned broadcast coverage also would enable radio broadcasters to air geo-targeted traffic information, second language programming, and local advertisements. This hyper-localized information is more helpful to consumers, who want to hear weather and traffic that affects them directly as well as advertisements for geographically convenient stores and commercial outlets. This is even more true when it comes to emergency alerts, particularly on radio stations that serve large areas. In addition, zoned broadcast coverage would make the medium attractive to new kinds of advertisers, such as State and local political candidates and small business who could reach their target audience much more efficiently.

In fact, according to a new study released in February 2020 by BIA Advisory Services and Advertiser Perceptions, *more than 90 percent of local retailers indicate that they would spend more on broadcast radio advertising if zoned advertising were available.* National advertisers are similarly interested—in the same study, *two-thirds of national advertisers indicated their interested in zoned broadcast coverage,* with nearly half saying they expect to put

---

2 ATSC 3.0 R&O at ¶ 23.
3 BIA Advisory Services and Advertiser Perceptions, ZoneCasting: Main Street and Madison Avenue Survey, attached hereto as Exhibit B (“Main Street and Madison Avenue Survey”).
more ad dollars into radio to support it. This study has understandably garnered significant attention in the industry, including substantive coverage in Inside Radio. According to the publication, the study “makes a strong case for [zoned broadcast coverage] technology as the radio industry contends with an increasingly digital landscape.”

The adoption of rules to allow deployment of ATSC 3.0 was a major feat for the Commission, and the FCC and the broadcast industry are to be commended for their efforts. The Commission can make a similar leap forward on the radio side, while the steps needed to make that leap are significantly easier for the Commission and the industry to realize these benefits. The model of zoned broadcast coverage that Petitioner has developed, called ZoneCasting™, relies on existing radio receivers. The breakthrough is to use carefully synchronized FM booster radio stations—fill-in facilities that operate on the same frequency as their primary station (i.e., a single frequency network (“SFN”)) —that originate localized content and insert it at specific and limited times while otherwise retransmitting the primary station’s signal. Accordingly:

1. This technology does not impact interference between neighboring stations. As discussed in further detail below, ZoneCasting also does not cause harmful self-interference.

---

4 Id.
6 Id.
7 As Petitioner is only familiar with the development and testing of its own product, in certain sections this filing necessarily focuses on ZoneCasting. However, if the Commission changed the FM booster rule as outlined herein, other zoned broadcast coverage models may be developed.
2. *Launching this technology would only require one small rule change*, to a subsection of the FCC’s rules on FM boosters. A proposed amendment to this rule is attached as Exhibit A hereto, incorporating the FCC’s approach to hyper-localized content from the ATSC 3.0 context.

3. *Listeners would not need to make any upgrades or purchase any new equipment to enjoy the benefits of this technology*. It is both backwards and forward compatible and works with both analog and digital radios in cars and homes across the country today.

In short: the Commission could authorize zoned broadcast coverage technologies like ZoneCasting with a single change to one subsection of a rule as set forth below; the Commission need not adopt any new licensing requirements, make more spectrum available, nor oversee a simulcast regime.

Most importantly, as with ATSC 3.0, deployment of zoned broadcast coverage would be voluntary. Thus, radio broadcasters would have the option of deploying this technology if they determined it was beneficial given their market and circumstances. As Chairman Pai said in his statement accompanying adoption of the ATSC 3.0 Order:

> [T]his is going to be a voluntary, market-driven transition. Following this Order, no broadcaster will be required to use the . . . standard. No consumer will be required to buy a new [receiver] or dongle for his or her current [receiver] that will allow them to receive . . . programming. The choice will be up to them . . . This is precisely the kind of technological innovation the FCC should champion.8

---

8 *Id.* at Statement of Chairman Ajit Pai.
Each of those statements apply with equal force to this petition. Petitioner urges the FCC to support radio broadcasters as it did with television broadcasters during this changing time for the industry by acting promptly on this petition.  

II. **ZoneCasting Utilizes the FM Booster Rules to Provide Localized Content**

A. **The FM Booster Rule**

Petitioner asks the Commission to amend 47 C.F.R. § 74.1231(i), which provides, in relevant part:

> An FM broadcast booster station is authorized to retransmit only the signals of its primary station which have been received directly through space and suitably amplified, or received by alternative signal delivery means including, but not limited to, satellite and terrestrial microwave facilities. The FM booster station shall not retransmit the signals of any other station nor make independent transmissions . . .

A proposed amendment to this rule is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The proposed rule change would require the booster station to transmit “substantially similar” programming, and the proposed rule would define that term in the same manner as the Commission defined it in adopting ATSC 3.0.  

To understand the limitation the current rule imposes, and what change would be required to permit the technology discussed above, it is important to understand how FM boosters are currently used.

FM boosters are part of a low power service on the FM broadcast band that complements primary FM service. The service was created in 1970 to allow FM stations to provide supplementary service to areas in which direct reception of radio service was unsatisfactory due

---

9 As explained in part VII below, we respectfully request that this petition supersede a prior rulemaking petition.

10 See Exhibit A (proposed radio station booster rule referring to “substantially similar”); see also 47 C.F.R. § 73.4801(b)(1) (defining “substantially similar” in the context of ATSC 3.0).
to distance or intervening terrain barriers, such as mountains. *Boosters should not be confused with translators.* Translator stations simultaneously rebroadcast the signal of a primary AM or FM station on a different frequency. Booster stations are essentially “fill-in” facilities operating on the same frequency as the main station, creating a SFN.\(^1\) Translators may be owned by the licensee of the primary station they retransmit or by a third party; booster stations are always licensed to their primary station’s licensee. The rule at issue only pertains to booster stations.

Importantly, Petitioner is not seeking an amendment to rules governing interference nor to rules regarding translators. Because boosters utilize the same channel frequency assigned to the primary station, a broadcaster operating on an adjacent channel is in no way affected by a neighboring broadcaster who chooses to deploy a zoned broadcast coverage technology like ZoneCasting, since the neighboring broadcasters are already co-existing with their current frequency assignments. Accordingly, the benefits of this technology can be achieved without any amendment to or waiver of the Commission’s current interference regulations.\(^12\)

**B. Technology That Allows Insertion of Hyper-Local Content**

The ZoneCasting model uses a SFN to originate programming separately from the primary FM station. This technology uses lower-power and lower-height FM transmitters operating on the same frequency, and within the service contour, as the primary FM station transmitter.

Booster stations are situated throughout a station’s contour and synchronized with the main transmitter. This means that when the boosters are simulcasting the main station’s signal to

---

11 *See* 47 C.F.R. § 74.1201(f).

12 It does not appear that conforming changes to any other rules would be necessary if the Commission were to propose this rule change. However, in the event that any conforming changes are deemed necessary Petitioner hereby requests that those be included.
their local area—or “zone”—they merely improve the signal within the station’s authorized coverage. But each booster also has the ability to broadcast its own localized information, different from that of the main transmitter and of other boosters. At specific times, under specific parameters, the booster clusters can broadcast hyper-localized programming to their respective zones.

The parameters for ZoneCasting were verified by simulations of transmitted FM signals at NPR Labs, and these simulation results were then evaluated by a large group of listeners in controlled subjective testing at Towson University. These parameters define the RF interference (C/I+N) ratios in both stereophonic and monophonic FM transmission, for fixed and mobile reception. Extensive network design work at NPR Labs was used to identify the power and height for the ZoneCasting boosters under a variety of primary station types and terrain conditions. By using appropriate parameters for each of main transmitter and each of the boosters, harmful interference within the target area of the zone can be effectively eliminated.

III. ZoneCasting Does Not Raise Technical or Interference Issues

A. ZoneCasting Will Not Cause Harmful Self-Interference

As explained in the attached Declaration by Bert Goldman, an engineering consultant to Petitioner, the ZoneCasting technology that broadcasters could deploy does not raise any technical concerns that should hold up Commission action. First, because the rule change permits but does not require use of this technology, any broadcaster that voluntarily uses this

---

13 Geo Broadcast has developed technology on this front as well. This system is called MaxxCasting, and is currently deployed in nine major markets across the country. See Declaration of Bertram S. Goldman at ¶ 6-7, attached hereto as Exhibit C (“Goldman Declaration”).

14 See generally Goldman Declaration.
technology will do so only if they are convinced it will not raise technical issues and is good for their business and their community. Second, field tests have shown that deployment of ZoneCasting does not result in harmful interference within the SFN--either between the primary station and boosters or among the booster cluster itself.\(^\text{15}\) In addition to being designed to ensure this result, the technology is also calibrated so the zone-specific, localized content (\textit{e.g.}, hyperlocal weather or advertising), is inserted at the appropriate time in primary station feed to provide a seamless experience without programmatic interference. Petitioner has presented updated data and results of its tests to the NAB Radio Technology Advisory Committee and the industry at large in several recent presentations, including most recently a presentation by Mr. Goldman, at the invitation of the NAB staff, at the NAB Show New York in October 2019.

As discussed above, ZoneCasting is the product of a decade of development and testing. Since its inception, GeoBroadcast has been working to advance SFN technology. Petitioner’s efforts to perfect this technology and deliver benefits to radio broadcasters and consumers alike are particularly clear in the three tests of ZoneCasting that it has conducted with radio station partners across the country, pursuant to experimental authorizations from the Commission.\(^\text{16}\) The first of these tests was in 2010, with KDUT in Randolph, Utah, an area with mountainous terrain. Based upon discussions with the Bureau staff following this initial test, the company next tested ZoneCasting in the flat terrain of Avon Park, Florida on station WWOJ. This test yielded importation information as to the effect of desired-to-undesired signal levels and how

\(^\text{15}\) Id. at ¶ 8.

\(^\text{16}\) Reports on each of these three tests were hand-delivered to the Commission, and later publicly filed in the \textit{Media Modernization} proceeding. \textit{See} Comments of Shainis & Peltzman, Chartered, MB Docket No. 17-105 at Attachments A-C (filed July 3, 2017). Those submissions are incorporated herein by reference.
they affect signal quality. In addition, these tests confirmed what was intuitively obvious: deployment of ZoneCasting technology does not cause interference to any other broadcaster.

These two field tests prompted GeoBroadcast to obtain better data to determine how booster signals propagate (both with and without separate programming) in order to reliably predict service and maximize signal quality. In order to obtain better data with respect to the former, the company developed new, more accurate propagation models. With respect to the latter, as discussed below, the company enlisted NPR Labs and Towson University to conduct listening tests, similar to the testing that HD radio proponents conducted prior to that technology’s approval by the FCC. These studies led to the development of objective and verifiable interference targets for the design of SFNs—targets that previously did not exist.

Following this extensive development and refinement of the technology, GeoBroadcast conducted a third ZoneCasting test with WIIL in Union Grove, Wisconsin, which broadcasts in an urban area. While the boosters were replicating the main station’s signal (i.e., while they were in MaxxCasting mode), WIIL’s signal quality in central Milwaukee dramatically improved. When ZoneCasting technology was implemented, the tests showed that the transition area — meaning the boundary between the primary station and booster coverage zones — can be minimized to only a tiny area within the entire metropolitan area, and for a very limited period of time, such that most listeners would never notice the transition area. (In the 2016 test, the

---

17 Goldman Declaration at ¶ 10.
18 Id. at ¶ 13.
19 Id. at ¶ 11.
20 Id.
21 Id. at ¶ 13.
22 Id.
transition area was limited to one-tenth of one percent of WIIL’s entire coverage area. Depending on the design, this could be further reduced.\textsuperscript{23} This very limited transition area for automobiles is crucial, as over half of all radio listeners only listen in their cars.\textsuperscript{24}

As the Commission noted in its decision authorizing the use of ATSC 3.0, the first mission of broadcasters is to serve their community of license and as a result, broadcasters will not engage or deploy any technology that impairs the ability of a broadcaster to reach their audience.\textsuperscript{25} The powerful incentive that broadcasters have to meet the needs of their community is another source of assurance that the Commission can rely on to conclude that this rule change to allow broadcasters to deploy this booster technology will not cause harm to the listening public.

Zoned broadcast coverage is already successfully at work in France. Six multinational companies, including Sanef, Radio Vinci, and Autoroute Info, came together to implement the zoned broadcast coverage that currently existing along hundreds of kilometers of highways in France, giving drivers the benefit of geo-targeted traffic reports. Zoned broadcast coverage is

\textsuperscript{23} Which is to say that a broadcaster, could deploy more boosters and shrink any transition area even further (similar to how cellular systems operate). \textit{Id.} at ¶ 8.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{See} BIA Advisory Services, “Opportunity Assessment for Local Radio Stations with Zoned Broadcast Coverage,” 2018 at 9, attached hereto as Exhibit D (“BIA Report”).

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{See, e.g.}, ATSC 3.0 R&O at ¶ 13 (“We give broadcasters discretion to select the primary stream for purposes of our local simulcasting requirement. Because broadcasters have a strong incentive to provide continuity of service to existing viewers, we believe they will elect to simulcast the programming stream that viewers expect to be able to receive . . . .”); \textit{see also Broadcast Localism}, Notice of Inquiry, MB Docket No. 04-233 at ¶ 1 (July 1, 2004) (“Broadcasters, who are temporary trustees of the public’s airwaves, must use the medium to serve the public interest, and the Commission has consistently interpreted this to mean that licensees must air programming that is responsive to the interests and needs of their community of license.”).
also of interest in India, where the technology’s ability to geo-target second-language content has
great potential given the number of languages spoken even within a single FM station’s contour.

B. No Impact on Other Broadcasters

As explained above, boosters operate on the same channel as the primary transmitter. Therefore, a station utilizing boosters to deploy zoned broadcast coverage does not pose any additional interference risk to another station operating on a co-channel or an adjacent channel. This conclusion is borne out in the test results.26 Therefore, adopting this rule change to allow the voluntary deployment of this technology raises no possible concerns for any broadcaster except the one deciding to deploy the technology. And as established above, the technology does not raise harmful self-interference issues for that broadcaster. Therefore, Petitioner is not seeking any amendment or waiver of the Commission’s existing interference rules.

Accordingly, the Commission can conclude that adopting the proposed rule change will not raise any significant technical or interference issues.

IV. Benefits for Consumers

The first beneficiary of this technology would be consumers, who will benefit both from hyper-localized produced content and hyper-localized advertising.

A. Consumer Benefits of Hyper-Localized Produced Content

Zoned broadcast coverage will permit a radio broadcast licensee to air different content to different areas of its community of license at the same time. For example, if a weather event or traffic incident were occurring in only one part of a station’s community of license, it could interrupt its regularly-scheduled programming to make listeners in that area aware, but continue

---

26 Goldman Declaration at ¶ 13.
programming for other listeners. This would undoubtedly benefit the 89 percent of Americans ages 12 and over who listen to terrestrial radio in a given week (a figure that has changed little since 2009). In fact, according to a study conducted by Edison Research in the summer of 2018 and attached to this submission, 72 percent of respondents indicated that they would listen to AM/FM radio more if the information and commercials were better targeted to their local area.

Localized news and commercials are far from the only consumer benefit of zoned broadcast coverage. The technology also permits stations to target emergency alert information, which can be critical in safety-of-life situations. Radio has always been a leader in this area, in part because radio signals are available when electricity is not. In his address to the 2018 NAB Radio Show, Commissioner Michael O’Rielly praised the industry for its work helping the public.

---


29 In its 2008 Report on Broadcast Localism, the Commission emphasized the importance of radio’s dissemination of emergency information to the public. This remains compelling today:

One [commenter] described the important role local radio played in providing news updates and information on escape routes, survival types, and recovery strategies in New Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina. Another stated that, with the help of local broadcasters, the State of Texas was able to turn a local tragedy into a triumph of technology and cooperation by creating the nation’s first Amber Alert using EAS . . . . Another commenter stated that, without local broadcasters in North Carolina, there would be no Amber Alert system.

public prepare and cope with 2018’s Hurricane Florence. With zoned broadcast coverage, the industry could do even more. In 2017, Ken Lavorata, a 35-year veteran of the Chicago Police Department and former investigator at the Cook County State Attorney’s Office, filed an ex\lparte\l letter in support of Petitioner’s previous rulemaking petition stating that in his time in law enforcement he “encountered many situations where the public would have benefited from the ability of radio stations to geographically target emergency alerts, weather issues and even traffic problems.”

The Commission has been an important force in ensuring that targeted emergency alerts are used by other types of media. The FCC has adopted narrower geo-targeting requirements for Wireless Emergency Alerts.\l32\l In authorizing television broadcasters’ voluntary transition to ATSC 3.0, the FCC recognized that the new standard “will allow broadcasters to offer enhanced public safety capabilities, such as geo-targeting of emergency alerts to tailor information to particular communities . . .”\l33\l The Commission now has the opportunity to further enhance public safety capabilities by permitting radio broadcasters to voluntarily use zoned broadcast coverage, and it is clear that doing so would be in the public interest, the standard that, as the Commission knows, is the “touchstone” of the Communications Act.\l34\l


\l33\l ATSC 3.0 R&O at ¶ 1.

B. Consumer Benefits of Hyper-Localized Advertising

The benefits of hyper-localized advertising are clear for both local businesses wanting to reach their actual audience and for broadcasters, and will be discussed in further detail below. But it is important to recognize how consumers also benefit from this ability of zoned broadcast coverage. Edison Research found that, with respect to commercials in particular, 77 percent of respondents agreed that they would pay more attention to ads on the radio if they were for businesses or products in their local areas.35

This makes sense. Instead of an ad for a political candidate outside of the listener’s district, who the listener cannot vote for or against, a listener will hear an ad for a candidate in a race in which he or she can vote. Instead of an ad for a restaurant or car dealer two hours away, a listener will hear an ad for a business in his or her neighborhood with a much more relevant message. In short, by modifying the rule at issue, the Commission can benefit a consumer’s entire listening experience, including both produced content and advertising.

V. Benefits for Small Businesses and Localism

Hand-in-hand with these consumer benefits are benefits to small businesses and local political candidates that could place hyper-localized ads. Today, it may not make economic sense for a locally-owned neighborhood restaurant or candidate for a State legislature to place an ad with a metropolitan radio station because, while the station’s reach includes the restaurant’s target geographic area or a candidate’s district, it extends far enough beyond that target as to be economically inefficient. In fact, political advertising has largely moved away from radio entirely, due to the medium’s inability to geo-target individual races. With zoned broadcast

coverage, that locally-owned neighborhood restaurant or State legislature candidate would be able to reach a more targeted set of listeners that more closely aligns with their target audience. Small businesses realize the power of zoned broadcast coverage. Ninety-one percent of local retailers indicate that they would turn to radio advertising more if zoned advertisements were available, according to a new study from BIA Advisory Services and Advertiser Perceptions, released this month. As the attached Edison Report shows, this feature makes the ad more valuable to both the entity purchasing the ad and the listeners. Today, many local independent businesses largely rely on mailers or mobile or online ads to advertise, because they are less costly and can be targeted in a way radio advertisements cannot. The BIA and Advertiser Perceptions study shows that 81 percent of local retailers currently use some form of geo-targeted advertising. With zoned broadcast coverage, these same businesses could target their ads to specific neighborhood areas, reaching more customers and making a bigger impression.

In short, zoned broadcast coverage promotes localism.

Localism—ensuring that broadcasters respond to the interests and needs of their communities of license—“has been a cornerstone of the Commission’s broadcast regulation for decades.” The Commission can further promote this important goal by permitting broadcasters to voluntarily deploy zoned broadcast coverage.

36 Zoned broadcast coverage will also benefit the national advertisers—like restaurant chains, big box retailers, and large car dealers—that currently predominate radio ads. While these entities have a national footprint, the ability to geo-target content will enable them to reach the customers of specific locations, opening up the possibility of more personalized advertisements.
37 See Main Street and Madison Avenue Survey.
38 Id.
VI. Benefits for Broadcasters

It is no secret that the radio broadcast industry faces financially challenging times. As the attached study from BIA explains, despite relatively steady listenerhip, BIA’s forecast model—which assumes no new, needle-moving innovations—projects a slow, continued decline in radio’s revenue for the next five years. BIA’s study concludes that ZoneCasting could be that necessary innovation. It would put radio—the only mass media that cannot target its content—on the same playing field with other types of media. It would give radio the option of exploring new revenue streams by attracting new advertisers for whom it previously would not have made economic sense to purchase advertising for an entire community of license. The economic benefit to stations would be substantial and could lead to a rejuvenation of the industry. According to BIA’s most recent study with Advertiser Perceptions, 91 percent of local retailers and 49 percent of national retailers would put more ad dollars into radio if geo-targeted advertising were available.

Radio has many advantages. Each week, more Americans tune into AM/FM radio than watch television, or use smartphones, tablets or computers. This type of usage and audience reach is critical for advertisers. However, in today’s fragmented media landscape, increasingly marketers are placing increasing value on, and adjusting spending for, the ability to geo-target ad messaging. BIA estimates that the total spend in just three categories of geo-targeted

---

41 See BIA Report at 6.
42 See Main Street and Madison Avenue Survey.
44 Id. at 10.
advertising—direct mail, out-of-home, and location targeted mobile—will increase by $16.8 billion over the next five years.\textsuperscript{45} Zoned broadcast coverage would enable radio broadcasters to capture some of this otherwise inaccessible revenue, particularly those station licensees in the 38 radio markets that cross state lines and 64 radio markets serving multiple census-defined Core Based Statistical Areas (“CBSA”) within their market geographies.\textsuperscript{46}

BIA constructed a model to evaluate the potential impact of zoned advertising on the markets noted above. Noting that its model might be conservative, as it only includes the multi-state markets, multi-CBSA markets, and other top-25 markets, the BIA projects annual industry revenues in those markets could increase between 3 percent and 11 percent, with the wide range dependent on a variety of assumptions, such as the percentage of advertisements that are geo-targeted.\textsuperscript{47} In short, zoned broadcast coverage may have a significant impact on the financial health of radio stations and could help stem the tide of declining revenue being experienced by the radio industry.

Furthermore, allowing radio broadcasters to use zoned broadcast coverage will put them in line with what their traditional competitors, television broadcasters and MVPDs, can do.\textsuperscript{48}

\textsuperscript{45} BIA’s latest forecast provides as follows:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Media} & \textbf{2020 ($ billions)} & \textbf{2024 ($ billions)} & \textbf{Increase ($ billions)} \\
\hline
Location targeted mobile & $33.40 & $50.20 & $16.80 \\
\hline
Direct mail & $37.00 & $36.00 & ($1.00) \\
\hline
Out of home & $8.90 & $9.90 & $1.00 \\
\hline
TOTAL & $79.30 & $96.10 & $16.80 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{46} BIA Report at 10.
\textsuperscript{47} \textit{Id.} at 16-17.
\textsuperscript{48} \textit{See id.} at 3.
Radio is the only mass medium that cannot geo-target content. For example, MVPDs can provide services to zoned coverage areas inside the larger television market, allowing them to offer more attractive pricing to advertisers with smaller budgets or allow large budget advertisers to deliver different ads to different coverage zones. ATSC 3.0 will permit television broadcasters to catch up and provide targeted advertising. Additionally, television broadcast licensees may contract with MVPDs carrying the licensee’s signal to permit MVPDs to insert their own advertisements into the station’s signal (commonly called a “split signal” agreement). This can be a source of revenue for a TV station licensee, and permits an MVPD to deliver what it considers to be more relevant advertising. Now that the technology exists to grant radio broadcasters an analogous ability, it should be permitted without delay. Accordingly, Petitioner has proposed an amendment to the FM booster rule at Exhibit A hereto, explicitly incorporating the FCC’s approach to hyper-localized content in the ATSC 3.0 context.\footnote{See 47 C.F.R. § 73.4801(b): “A full power television station that chooses to air an ATSC 3.0 signal must simulcast the primary video programming stream of that signal in an ATSC 1.0 format. This requirement does not apply to any multicast streams aired on the ATSC 3.0 channel. (1) The programming aired on the ATSC 1.0 simulcast signal must be “substantially similar” to that aired on the ATSC 3.0 primary video programming stream. For purposes of this section, “substantially similar” means that the programming must be the same except for advertisements, promotions for upcoming programs, and programming features that are based on the enhanced capabilities of ATSC 3.0. These enhanced capabilities include: (i) Hyper-localized content (e.g., geo-targeted weather, targeted emergency alerts, and hyper-local news) . . .”}

VII. Conclusion

This petition reflects the many changes that have taken place in the broadcast industry and at the FCC over the past several years, and accordingly supersedes all previous filings Petitioner has made before the Commission. As demonstrated herein, ZoneCasting is the
product of a decade of development and testing. During that decade, how zoned broadcast coverage models like ZoneCasting fit into the broadcast ecosystem has evolved and been substantially affected by the Commission’s action on ATSC 3.0.

In April 2012, Petitioner filed a petition for a general rulemaking asking the Commission to amend its rule that prohibits FM booster stations from transmitting content different from the primary station but did not propose a specific rule change. The Commission opened RM-11659 and put the petition out on public notice and received supportive comments from a variety of parties. Members of the industry including GatesAir voiced their support for this rule change again in 2017 in the context of the Commission’s Media Modernization docket. Last year, following constructive meetings with the Audio Division and Chairman Pai’s office, Petitioner filed a substantive ex parte letter detailing the field studies, technical review, and market analysis it had completed since the 2012 rulemaking petition.

Petitioner is filing this Petition with a specific proposed rule that is shaped by the Commission’s action on ATSC 3.0. To have a discussion in a context appropriate to 2020, we respectfully ask for the Commission to set aside the 2012 petition and consider this petition afresh. This instant petition provides the latest technical and market information regarding the ZoneCasting and the zoned broadcast coverage proposal. Petitioner looks forward to the

---

50 See, e.g., Comments of Alta Communications, RM-11659 (filed May 21, 2012); Comments of Harris Corporation, Broadcast Communications Division, RM-11659 (filed May 23, 2012); Comments of Quantum Advertising, RM-11659 (filed May 21, 2012); Comments of the National Association of Black County Officials (“NABCO”), RM-11659 (filed May 22, 2012).


52 Letter from Gerard J. Waldron, counsel for Geo Broadcast Solutions LLC, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, RM-11659, MB Docket No. 17-105 (Nov. 29, 2018).
Commission issuing a public notice so that the radio broadcasting industry and other stakeholders can consider and debate the proposal.

* * *

Zoned broadcast coverage will bring numerous benefits to consumers, local communities, and radio broadcasters. Petitioner looks forward to the Commission issuing a public notice on this petition for rulemaking, so that the radio industry can engage on and debate the merits of this proposal.

Respectfully submitted,

/\s/
Gerard J. Waldron
Hannah Lepow
COVINGTON & BURLING LLP
850 Tenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Counsel for GeoBroadcast Solutions LLC
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- Exhibit A: Proposed Revision of 47 C.F.R. § 74.1231(i)
- Exhibit B: Main Street and Madison Avenue Survey
- Exhibit C: Goldman Declaration
- Exhibit D: BIA Report
- Exhibit E: Edison Report
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EXHIBIT A

Proposed Revision of 47 C.F.R. § 74.1231(i)
(inserted language in italics; no language deleted)

47 C.F.R. § 74.1231(i) is amended as follows:

(i) FM broadcast booster stations provide a means whereby the licensee of an FM broadcast station may provide service to areas in any region within the primary station's predicted, authorized service contours. An FM broadcast booster station is authorized to retransmit the signals of its primary station which have been received directly through space and suitably amplified, or received by alternative signal delivery means including, but not limited to, satellite and terrestrial microwave facilities. The programming aired on the FM broadcast booster station must be “substantially similar” to that aired by its primary station. For purposes of this section, “substantially similar” means that the programming must be the same except for advertisements, promotions for upcoming programs, and enhanced capabilities including hyper-localized content (e.g., geo-targeted weather, targeted emergency alerts, and hyper-local news). The FM booster station shall not retransmit the signals of any other station nor make independent transmissions, except as otherwise provided by this section, provided that locally generated signals may be used to excite the booster apparatus for the purpose of conducting tests and measurements essential to the proper installation and maintenance of the apparatus.
Advertiser Perceptions Madison Avenue Survey
Methodology and Respondent Profiles

Only Advertiser Perceptions talks to people who are actively making decisions about media brand selection.

**Sample:** Marketer and Agency contacts from The Advertiser Perceptions Media Decision Maker Database and third-party databases as needed.

**Qualification:** 100% involved in media brand selection decisions.

**Weighting:** Data has been sample balanced and weighted to reflect relative agency/marketer influence.

Incentives include cash and information.

RANGING IN TITLE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENIOR</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MID-LEVEL</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNIOR</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPRESSING OPINIONS FROM:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketer</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIA Advisory Services Main Street Survey
Methodology and Respondent Profiles

BIA talks only to people who are actively making decisions about media selection.

**Sample:** Online panel of businesses with a minimum of 10 full-time employees.

**Qualification:** Person most responsible for or has influence in deciding how your business advertises or promotes itself for some or all of the locations.

**Sample:**
- **300 interviews conducted**
- **Fielded December 2019**
- **Sample:** Online panel of businesses with a minimum of 10 full-time employees.

**Qualification:** Person most responsible for or has influence in deciding how your business advertises or promotes itself for some or all of the locations.

**RANGING IN TITLE:**
- **SENIOR**
  - VP+
  - 84%
- **MID-LEVEL**
  - Dir/Supervisor
  - 16%
- **JUNIOR**
  - Mgr/Plnr/Buyer
  - 0%

**Expressing Opinions from Radio and Non-Radio Buyers:**
- **63% Radio**
- **37% Non-Radio**
Madison Avenue: 2 out of 3 advertisers are currently using geo targeting

Main Street: 4 out of 5 advertisers are currently using geo targeting

Currently Using Any Type of Geo Targeting?

**Main Street Advertisers**
- Yes: 81%
- No: 11%
- Not Sure: 7%

**Madison Avenue Advertisers**
- Yes: 63%
- No: 31%
- Not Sure: 6%

*BIA: Q7. Are you using any type of geo targeting for your company’s/clients’ advertising efforts?

**AP: QCu5. Are you using any type of geo targeting for your company’s/clients’ advertising efforts?**
Base: Total Respondents
Familiarity with ZoneCasting

**Main Street Advertisers***
- Never heard of ZoneCasting: 8%
- Heard of, but not very familiar: 22%
- Very familiar: 38%

**Madison Avenue Advertisers**
- Never heard of ZoneCasting: 8%
- Heard of, but not very familiar: 22%
- Very familiar: 42%

*Madison Avenue: Few advertisers are familiar with ZoneCasting; Half of Agency respondents have never heard of it

**Main Street: Over two-thirds are familiar with it

---

* BIA: Q9. QCu6. How familiar are you with “ZoneCasting”, a new technology that allows radio stations to broadcast different content “over the air” to different parts of their market based on location?

**AP: QCu6. How familiar are you with “ZoneCasting”, a new technology that allows radio stations to broadcast different content “over the air” to different parts of their market based on location?
Base: Total Respondents
Two-thirds of advertisers are interested in using ZoneCasting and one-half are likely to spend more on broadcast radio because of it.

**Madison Avenue Advertisers**

### Interest in Ability of Radio to Deliver Geo Targeted Ads “Over the Air” Through “ZoneCasting”

- **Not at all interested**: 13%
- **Not very interested**: 22%
- **Somewhat interested**: 49%
- **Very interested**: 17%

### Likelihood to Spend/Spend More With Broadcast Radio Due to “ZoneCasting”

- **Not at all likely**: 20%
- **Not very likely**: 32%
- **Somewhat likely**: 38%
- **Very likely**: 11%

---

QCu7. How interested are you in the ability of radio to deliver geo targeted ads “over the air” through “ZoneCasting”?

QCu8. Knowing that there is now the opportunity to use radio to deliver geo targeted ads “over the air” through “ZoneCasting”, how likely are you to spend (or spend more) with broadcast radio?

Base: Total Respondents
More than half of Main Street advertisers are interested in using ZoneCasting and one-half are likely to spend more on broadcast radio because of it.

**Main Street Advertisers**

**Interest in Ability of Radio to Deliver Geo Targeted Ads “Over the Air” Through “ZoneCasting”**
- Very interested: 55%
- Somewhat interested: 36%
- Not very interested: 9%
- Not at all interested: 1%

**Likelihood to Spend/Spend More With Broadcast Radio Due to “ZoneCasting”**
- Very likely: 52%
- Somewhat likely: 38%
- Not very likely: 8%
- Not at all likely: 1%

Q10. How interested are you in the ability of radio to deliver geo targeted ads “over the air” through “ZoneCasting”?  
Q11. Knowing that there is now the opportunity to use radio to deliver geo targeted ads “over the air” through “ZoneCasting”, how likely are you to spend (or spend more) with broadcast radio?  
1. My name is Bertram S. Goldman. I am the President of Goldman Engineering Management, Inc. I have over 40 years of experience in radio engineering. Over the course of my career, I have acquired substantial expertise in developing and facilitating improvements to radio stations, as well as overseeing construction and engineering operations.

2. Prior to founding Goldman Engineering, I served as Corporate Vice President of Engineering for several broadcast companies, including ABC/Disney Radio Division, Nationwide Communications, Patterson Broadcasting, and Shamrock Broadcasting. In my most recent group engineering position at ABC, I provided engineering oversight for over 100 ABC O&O, ESPN, and Radio Disney stations as well as the ABC Radio Network.

3. During my career, I have engineered numerous station improvement projects, including stations in most of the top 25 radio markets.

4. I earned a B.A. in Broadcasting and Management from the University of Maryland, College Park. I am a member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers ("IEEE") and the Society of Broadcast Engineers ("SBE"), and an associate member of the Association of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers ("AFCCE").

5. I have significant and specific experience in the field of FM booster technology. I have written and presented papers as far back as 1988 about booster technology at National Association of Broadcasters conferences.\(^1\) Based on my extensive knowledge of radio engineering issues, my analysis of the underlying booster technology, and my review of the tests

---

that have been conducted on this technology, it is my opinion that the ZoneCasting™ system proposed by Geo Broadcast Solutions, LLC (“Geo Broadcast”) can be launched without causing harmful interference, either to the station launching the system (i.e., self-interference), or to other broadcast licensees.

6. Before turning to a discussion of ZoneCasting, it is important to first discuss a related technology, MaxxCasting, that forms the basis for ZoneCasting. Since 2015, I have been working with Geo Broadcast to develop multiple node (multiple transmitter) booster systems known as MaxxCasting systems. MaxxCasting systems use multiple boosters synchronized both with the main transmitter and with each other to produce seamless transitions between node areas. MaxxCasting improves coverage well beyond what would be possible with only the main transmitter by filling in low signal areas within an FM station’s protected service contour. MaxxCasting has now been successfully deployed in Boston, West Virginia, Tampa, Miami, Milwaukee, Chicago, Seattle, San Diego, and Los Angeles, and is expanding rapidly. Stations that have deployed MaxxCasting report vastly improved quality of service and Nielsen PPM decoding.

7. MaxxCasting is able to achieve interference-free signal improvement due to four techniques Geo Broadcast has employed, which essentially “trick” the receiver into thinking that it is hearing one station instead of two or more (resulting in distortion and interference). These techniques are:

A. Carrier synchronization, now possible by using GPS-trained oscillators.

B. Pilot phase synchronization, also possible using GPS.

C. The use of small cells (“nodes”) with highly directional antennas to keep the real-time FM waveforms at the receiver to within two microseconds. While the
technology for MaxxCasting on analog stations has been available for several years, the technology to so precisely control the timing of the audio waveform for both analog stations and stations operating with HD Radio has only been perfected recently. Accurate RF modeling and prediction, critical in optimizing performance, is accomplished with powerful software tools developed by the wireless industry for cellular communications. This allows Geo Broadcast to precisely tailor parameters to maximize coverage and eliminate interference.

D. Maintaining the audio modulation of the main and booster FM carriers to identical waveforms with less than a 0.1 dB difference between the main transmitter and all nodes. Modulation matching is also a recent development, made possible by Digital Composite and AES digital transmission, synchronization and high-speed data circuits.

8. ZoneCasting is based on MaxxCasting technology. The difference is that during limited times, ZoneCasting broadcasts localized information only on specific booster nodes, meaning that this information—which could be advertising, programming, or emergency alerts—only reaches the specific nodes’ local area, or “zone.” Due to the differing content, since identical waveforms cannot be generated, ZoneCasting makes use of the above techniques slightly differently. Techniques A and B remain synchronized. The antennas in technique C still tightly control where the different programming goes and tightly roll off the signal at the edge of coverage to keep any self-interference minimized. To minimize the transition zone between the main station’s programming and the separate zoned location’s programming, a second antenna is added to each node’s antenna and pointed 180 degrees away from that of the first antenna, transmitting a low power signal matching the main station’s programming. By doing this, a
listener traveling between zones experiences only a very small area where the audio transition is noticeable. In the most recent testing, due primarily to cost constraints, the transition area was limited to one tenth of one percent of the station’s coverage area. Depending on design, this could be further reduced. Additionally, the transition area is just that, a change in audio. Since all other parameters remain in synch, the listening experience is not perceived as interference, but rather a transition of audio from one stream to another. In contrast, many currently licensed boosters not using the techniques enumerated in this declaration to mitigate interference have interference areas that take up 20 percent or more of the primary station’s coverage area and generate very poor reception quality, even though the boosters are merely retransmitting the primary station’s signal. This large amount of destructive self-interference generated by many current boosters is allowable under current booster rules as long as that interference does not take place within the community of license. Finally, with respect to technique D (maintaining modulation within 0.1 dB), based on our tests, we have found that maintaining modulation peaks as close to identical as possible (even though the nodes are broadcasting different content) further helps reduce the audible transition between zones.

9. ZoneCasting is the product of nearly ten years of development and testing. Since its inception, Geo Broadcast has significantly contributed to the technology and usefulness of on-channel boosters, both for same-content and differing content operations. The first ZoneCasting proof of concept was conducted pursuant to an FCC experimental authorization in Salt Lake City, Utah on KDUT in 2010. Geo Broadcast used an existing array of boosters with no changes other than feeding different program content to different booster nodes. Stationary measurements were taken in many locations in and around Salt Lake City to determine the
efficacy of the ZoneCasting concept. Due to natural terrain blockage, relatively good performance was experienced and documented; however, no mobile testing was conducted.

10. Based upon comments from FCC staff following the initial 2010 test, Geo Broadcast conducted its second test of ZoneCasting under an FCC experimental authorization in flat terrain in Sebring, Florida on station WWOJ. In this test, custom log-periodic antennas were designed and set up in strategic locations to better define the zoned broadcast areas. Automated quality testing was implemented using an Audemat MC3 FM modulation analyzer. Quality measurements were recorded using a five-point scale and comparisons were made with and without the zoned operation at the same fixed locations. This test gave Geo Broadcast important information as to the effect of D/U (Desired to Undesired) signal levels and how they affect quality.

11. After the above two field tests, Geo Broadcast concluded that better data was necessary to determine how booster signals propagate (both with and without separate programming) so that reliable prediction of service could be measured, and signal quality could be maximized. This led to the introduction of new tools to predict propagation, such as the ATDI ICS Telecom software. Much work was done to develop extremely accurate propagation modeling tuned with signal measurements from the field. Further, it was determined that there was little available data regarding the effect of D/U ratios and other factors (as noted above) on reception quality and what level of interference would typically be tolerated by listeners. In 2013, Geo contracted NPR labs and Dr. Ellyn Sheffield of Towson University to conduct subjective listening tests in much the same way that HD Radio proponents tested that technology with Dr. Sheffield prior to approval of HD Radio by the FCC. Lab simulations of MaxxCasting and ZoneCasting configurations were set up and 19,000 audio samples were evaluated by over
eighty listeners. Design standards for acceptable interference thresholds were developed and for the first time provided objective and verifiable interference targets which could be used in the design of booster systems, both with the same and different program content.

12. Following the extensive testing and development that took place between the initial 2011 and 2012 field tests and the most recent field test—conducted in 2016—Geo Broadcast developed new, significantly improved design criteria for booster systems. Geo Broadcast successfully implemented MaxxCasting booster systems with a high degree of quality and repeatability, that could work consistently in all terrain. Based upon the work done in MaxxCasting design, the ZoneCasting design criteria was modified to add a second antenna back-to-back with the zoned antenna which carried the main programming. This modification allows for a very fast transition in a mobile environment and significantly improves performance of the ZoneCasting system.

13. With the success of the MaxxCasting design, Geo Broadcast and WIIL in Union Grove, Wisconsin tested the new ZoneCasting design pursuant to an FCC experimental authorization in the fall of 2016. In this test, four ZoneCasting nodes were set up in central Milwaukee, Wisconsin. During periods where the zones replicated the main audio, the system operated in MaxxCasting mode. In MaxxCasting mode, WIIL’s signal quality in central Milwaukee drastically improved. When the ZoneCasting process was implemented, field tests showed that the transition from main to zone in a mobile environment could be reduced to such a short period that it is believed consumer tune-out would be unlikely. WIIL filed the full report with the FCC in February 2017. The results are impressive and demonstrate that the deployment of ZoneCasting did not cause harmful interference to other broadcast facilities, and that self-
interference experienced by listeners was limited to only a few city blocks, for a very limited period of time.

14. In conclusion, in my professional opinion the FCC requirement found in Section 74.1231(i) of the Commission’s rules that requires booster programming for full power FM stations to be identical to the main station is no longer necessary to guard against harmful interference either to (i) other broadcasters in the market or (ii) to consumers listening to the main station. Due to advances in synchronization technology and RF modeling, it is now possible for synchronized boosters to not only improve coverage in shadowed areas, but also within a station’s coverage area, allow specialized targeted information to be delivered with no harmful interference to listeners in the small controlled transition areas.

/s/
Bertram S. Goldman
March 12, 2020
Opportunity Assessment for Local Radio Stations with Zoned Broadcast Coverage*

November 20, 2018

Prepared for GeoBroadcast Solutions

*Executive Version
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We assess the opportunities for local radio stations to provide zoned broadcasting coverage areas that would allow them to provide geofenced advertising, programming, and other content that is more relevant for their markets. Local radio stations currently do not have the authorization to provide zoned coverage areas inside their overall FCC authorized signal contours. There are initiatives underway to obtain zoned authorization for local radio stations. Unless this authorization is obtained, local radio will be the only local electronic media channel without the ability to target consumers geographically. This adds to the competitive challenges of a media segment in decline.

Location intelligence and being able to target consumers geographically has become very important to marketers seeking new ways to engage and impact audiences. According to Forbes, "The analytics provided by geofencing are invaluable for understanding and directing your customers. Knowing their shopping habits, and their habits throughout life otherwise, gives you the opportunity to reach out to them in meaningful ways. At the same time, it helps you build brand awareness and retain customer loyalty."

The top 25 markets are quite large and might be ripe for zone advertising in different regions of the market. In addition, local radio stations in 38 radio markets cross state lines and 64 radio markets serve multiple CBSAs within their market geographies. As important as radio stations are to their local markets, they are often challenged to serve diverse geographic communities of interest inside their main coverage zone with those signals crossing state lines, major city centers, suburban communities and other socioeconomic centers. Since other media can provide geotargeted or geofenced zoned services, radio stations are at a disadvantage in serving audiences and advertisers.

The market certainly reveals strong and growing demand for location-based ad targeting for delivering ads to specific locations inside the full local market coverage area. Zone-based advertising is a mature practice built into advertising workflows and systems.

Zoned broadcast coverage areas for local radio stations would help create:
- Coverage areas for geographic zones inside markets crossing state or city center boundaries.
- Zoned radio broadcasting provide access for smaller advertisers currently priced out of radio.
- New revenue opportunities for local radio broadcasters desperately seeking growth.
- New programming and service models for audiences.
- Additional geotargeted services, e.g., for public safety, alerts and warnings, PSAs, weather and traffic.

BIA concludes local radio needs to develop more innovative and competitive responses for audiences and advertisers to achieve significant growth. We don't see local radio’s online activities alone supporting these objectives. However, by offering a fundamentally new product such as zoned advertising, radio can be better positioned to compete with MVPDs, newspapers, direct mail and eventually ATSC 3.0 television stations.
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

One prominent recent trend in the local media mix is the transition from marketers "buying local media" based on broad gender and age categories to their new trend of "buying audiences" based on deep audience segmentation criteria, including geotargeting.

Online and particularly digital media have advanced capabilities for geotargeting audiences in local media markets, and that in part, explains their fast growth. Beyond digital media, MVPDs (i.e., cable, satellite, telco system operators), and broadcast television stations have or soon will have the technology to meet the growing demand for geofenced ad zones.

Local radio stations, important as they are in the media mix, do not have the ability to provide zoned coverage areas inside their overall FCC authorized signal contours.

In this report, we assess the opportunities for local radio stations providing zoned broadcasting coverage areas that would allow them to provide periodic geofenced advertising, news programming, alerts and warnings to increase the relevance and impact of these services for their audiences and advertisers.

Overall, BIA concludes that local radio stations need to develop more innovative and competitive responses for local market audiences and advertisers to achieve significant growth. We don't see local radio's online activities alone supporting these objectives. However, by offering a fundamentally new product such as zoned advertising, radio can be better positioned to compete with MVPDs, newspapers, direct mail and eventually ATSC 3.0 television stations.
RADIO'S ROLE IN THE LOCAL MEDIA MIX

Local Radio is Foundational in the Local Media Mix

Radio has long enjoyed a foundational and durable role in the local market media mix. Radio reaches more people on a weekly basis than any other medium. Local radio is a major and relied upon source of entertainment, news, information, and advertising servicing the needs of listeners, businesses and public institutions. Local radio stations are a fixture in the lives of local audiences by helping them stay in touch with their communities.

Indeed, Nielsen concludes that with its 270 million weekly listeners, "Broadcast radio specifically continues to profoundly enrich the lives of listeners and create value for advertisers. Each week, more Americans tune into AM/FM radio (93%) than watch television, or use smartphones, tablets or computers."¹

Ad Forecast for Local Radio

In BIA's October 2018 updated forecast for ad spending targeting local audiences, we're estimating total spend on over-the-air radio will continue a steady decline. In 2018, we're forecasting the year will end up with $13.2 billion in broadcast revenue. Radio's revenue continues a slow decline through 2023.

Figure 1. Local Radio Over-the-Air Ad Forecast 2018-2023

Source: BIA Advisory Services, November 2018
Digital Changes Audience and Advertiser Expectations of Local Media

Ad-supported streaming services like Pandora that target local advertising are on the rise. In part, this is due to the ability of streaming audio services to offer geotargeting to advertisers. According to the New York Times, "Pandora's pitch to advertisers is that its technology can cater to consumers with far greater precision than radio — it can pinpoint listeners by age and sex, ZIP code or even musical taste — and that as it grows, Pandora will effectively be the top station in many cities."\(^2\)

Serving Diverse Geographic Communities of Interest with Zoned Coverage

Most people live, shop, and work locally, within a geographic zone that has a typical radius of 10-20 miles. Advertisers know this and have a vested interest in being more relevant to their consumers by using geographic context in their messaging. Each of these local zones often has their own character reflecting specific diversities of demographics, employers, commercial and retail operations, cultural, political and government influences.

As important as radio stations are to their local markets, they are often challenged to serve diverse geographic communities of interest inside their main coverage zone with those signals crossing state lines, major city centers, suburban communities and other socioeconomic centers. Since other media can provide geotargeted or geofenced zoned services, this puts local radio stations at a disadvantage in serving audiences and advertisers.

Soon radio stations will be the only electronic mass media channel that is unable to serve local geographically zoned coverage areas.
MARKET READINESS FOR RADIO OFFERING ZONED ADVERTISING

The market certainly reveals strong and growing demand for location-based ad targeting for delivering ads to specific locations inside the full local market coverage area. Zone-based advertising is a mature practice built into advertising workflows and systems.

Location-based advertising platforms

Location targeting allows a brand to show it knows something about the consumer that matters. A New York radio station delivering Long Island auto dealer ads to a New Jersey listener is much less impactful than delivering those ads to a Long Island listener.

Advertisers seeking to use ad geotargeting in their marketing mix have a limited set of channels to choose from. The biggest channel, by far, is direct mail and the fastest growing is mobile. The next biggest channel is out-of-home advertising.

Newspapers sell zoned advertising as well. In the electronic media realm, geotargeting has grown most in mobile ad channels (i.e., mobile web sites and mobile apps). Local MVPDs provide zoned advertising distribution in their own coverage areas and through interconnects.

Local TV and radio stations do not have an over-the-air zoned ad coverage product, though with ATSC 3.0 this will change for TV. Streaming TV services offer geotargeting, and this is a rising part of the market, e.g., Hulu, YouTube.

Zoned broadcast coverage areas for local radio stations would help create:

- Coverage areas tailored to specific geographic zones inside larger markets that cross state or city center boundaries.
- Zoned radio broadcast transmissions provide new voices for smaller advertisers currently priced out of radio.
- New revenue opportunities for local radio broadcasters seeking growth.
- New programming and service models for audiences. This can include zoned news, weather, traffic feeds. Public alerts and warnings and PSA also can be sent to the most relevant zones.
- Additional geotargeted services for public safety, and other use cases.
Local radio station zoned coverage areas would be beneficial both for targeting fixed location listeners, e.g., home, work, school, but also listeners in cars. As drivers pass through coverage zones, radio stations can provide in-zone locally relevant programming and advertising.

The in-car audience is crucial to local radio stations, as up to two-thirds of all radio listening for some audience segments is car-based, according to Edison Research. Overall, 54 percent of radio listeners, "listen to radio only in the car." For a core audience segment that advertisers want to reach, those 35-54 years old, in-car only listening rises to 58 percent. And for younger audience segment (13-34 years old), nearly two-thirds (62 percent) listen only in-car.

In-car audiences are interesting for local radio stations because car "head units" in more recent models feature video displays including RDS and HD Radio visual text and graphics. This creates essentially a new advertising channel enabling more inventory that radio stations can offer to advertisers. If this visual advertising can be geofenced, it becomes more impactful to audiences and thus more valuable to advertisers as we'll highlight below.

Using zoned coverage areas, local radio stations could display auto dealer information most relevant to listeners in that zone, rather than the same information to all listeners across the entire coverage area. Adding this geotargeting dimension increases the impact of such advertising.

In Figure 2, we show an example of how HD Radio technology supports data provided to HD radio receivers' digital screens. In this example, it's a case of providing a geofenced ad for not just an automotive brand but for a local dealer relative to the car's current location. When adding the local auto dealer information to the radio's display unit, listener recall increased from 4 percent to 26 percent, according to a study by Nielsen.

**Figure 2. Example of HD Radio Display with Geofenced Advertising**

Radio Advertisers' Use of Other Location-Targeted Ad Media

BIA’s annual Survey of Advertising and Marketing (SAM) looks at the advertising platforms used by all types of businesses to target local audiences.

In Figure 3, we show what other ad channels are used by businesses who advertise on radio. It's interesting to note that radio advertisers most rely on advertising media that provide some level of geotargeting, including social, direct mail, newspapers, and mobile. Radio advertisers are drawn to ad channels where they can geotarget to complement their radio ads.

Figure 3. Top Use of Ad Platforms Among Radio Advertisers

What do you use to advertise your business?, Sample Size = 262

Source: BIA Advisory Services, November 2018

RADIO'S SERVICE ENHANCED WITH ZONED COVERAGE AREAS

Today's broadcast radio stations transmit only to their full licensed coverage areas. Unlike other media channels covered in the previous section, they cannot provide zoned coverage. This leads to a situation where we find most radio listeners exposed to content that's irrelevant to them because it does not affect them where they live. This includes business and political advertisements, traffic reports, and weather information.

With only a full-market coverage footprint, unlike many of its competitors, local radio stations must do their best to address the varying needs of their geographically diverse advertiser and
audience bases. Zoned coverage areas, if permitted, would allow radio stations to do a better job of satisfying these kinds of needs.

In this section, we'll analyze both advertiser and audience preferences for geotargeted advertising and programming.

**Advertisers' Preferences for Geotargeting**

Let's look first at the geographic targeting interests of businesses that advertise on radio to reach local audiences. According to BIA's Survey of Advertising and Marketing (SAM):

- 76.0 percent rate advertising media that provide geofilter/lenses as providing "excellent" or "extraordinary" ROI (i.e., at least 10 times the return on ad spend).
- 69.8 percent say it is "very important" or "extremely important" to target "consumers in close proximity to their business."
- 59.7 percent of radio advertisers similarly say it is very or extremely important to target "consumers who are in a relevant geographic location."

Of course, even though most local radio advertisers express specific interest and value in geotargeted advertising, this is not a type of advertising product local radio can offer its clients.

**Audience Preferences for Services Relevant to their Geography**

Let's turn now to the audience and how relevant geographies impact their radio experiences. Based on work conducted by Edison Research it's clear that most radio listeners have endured content on the radio stations they listen to that provide content that is geographically irrelevant to them. For 60 percent of the radio audience, this includes ads for businesses, "so far away that [they] would never visit them," or "advertisements for a politician who does not represent [their] voting district."

The value of radio coverage areas extends beyond audience needs to those of businesses. As we shared above, BIA's research shows that local businesses target customers from a limited geographic area, typically within 10 miles. Businesses understand consumers like to shop locally. The Edison Research corroborates this from the consumer side. For the most part, the relevant trading geography is limited to consumers showing a willingness to travel less than 10 miles.

Businesses that advertise on local radio can reach relevant consumers, but there is a large and expensive "waste" factor of delivering radio ads to consumers who may never visit their retail outlets who live or work outside their trading areas.
SIZING THE MARKET FOR LOCAL RADIO ZONED COVERAGE

Based on the BIA analysis we detail in this section, in addition to the 25 largest markets, with large geographical areas, there are 38 radio markets that cross state lines and 64 radio markets serving multiple CBSAs within their market geographies. Given the ability to offer zone-based broadcast coverage areas within their overall radio market geographies, local radio can become both more relevant to its audiences and advertisers and more competitive with other media channels. More than half of local radio’s advertisers want to geotarget their advertising. And BIA estimates $10 billion in growth across just three of the core location-targeting ad platforms – Direct Mail, Out-of-Home, and Location Targeted Mobile.

In BIA’s forecast for local ad spending considering just the three of the location-targeted media platforms of Direct Mail Location-Targeted Mobile, and Out-of-Home, the total spend will grow over $10 billion from 2018 ($64.4 billion) to 2023 ($75.51 billion). Local market zoned advertising sold by newspapers, MVPD operators, will add to this total, though it’s difficult to obtain summary figures for these categories. This reflects increasing demand specifically for location-based advertising in local markets. While this segment rises, the broadcast radio segment will fall from $13.2 billion to $12.6 billion in its core over-the-air broadcast advertising.

With a zone-based coverage product for advertisers, local radio stations have a much better chance of selling into a growth segment that might otherwise be inaccessible to them.
Radio Advertisers Are More Likely to Use Geographic Filters to Target Consumers in Other Media

Local radio is missing an opportunity to better serve its advertisers. Radio advertisers are more likely to use geotargeting in their ad campaigns running in other media than non-radio advertisers.

BIA's SAM survey compares radio versus non-radio advertisers and the geographic areas they use to target their consumers. BIA's data shows that half or more of all businesses that now advertise on radio prefer to geotarget their advertising overall at varying levels including postal codes, cities/counties, and states/regions. Radio advertisers are slightly more likely (58.2 percent) to target consumers at the cities/county level than non-radio advertisers (50.0 percent). Radio advertisers are substantially more likely than non-radio advertisers to use targeted advertising to reach consumers at the postal codes (58.8 percent versus 37.7 percent), state/regions (50.2 percent versus 28.6 percent), and addresses (38.6 percent versus 21.3 percent) geo levels.

This can be an issue for advertisers seeking to complement their advertising messages cross-channel to use geofencing for their ad campaign. Some radio advertising will occur within the...
geofenced areas selected for other advertising channels. But their radio advertising will extend to the full coverage areas of the stations sending irrelevant ads to many listeners.

Radio stations in markets spanning multiple state and Core-Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) boundaries are challenged to serve diverse geographic needs of audiences and advertisers across different communities of interest. This ranges from economic activity centers like CBSAs and all kinds of state level differences ranging from government and politics to a variety of reasons for why people choose residence in one state or city over another within the same media market.

One of the significant benefits of developing zoned broadcast coverage areas for local radio stations lies in the simple fact that many existing radio markets (as defined by Nielsen Audio) cover multiple jurisdictions, by state and economic area boundaries. With a zoned broadcasting system, local radio stations can provide access to audiences that advertisers want to reach in these distinct jurisdictions.

Specifically, there are 38 Nielsen Audio defined radio markets that cross state boundaries in a significant manner. A good example of this is the Washington, DC radio market which spans three distinct political jurisdictions. The table below shows the percentages of the entire radio market in these three jurisdictions.

**Table 1. Washington, DC Radio Market Coverage Area by State Population Served**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State of Residence</th>
<th>% of Washington, DC Radio Market Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virginia</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District of Columbia</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BIA Advisory Services, November 2018

Radio stations located in the Washington, DC radio market trying to sell advertising to potential clients who want to reach only individuals in one of these jurisdictions (e.g., political clients, retailers with outlets in only one jurisdiction) are “forced” to provide access to their listeners no matter where they reside.
This oversupplying of listeners does not only occur due to political boundaries, but economic as well. There are 64 Nielsen Audio radio markets that have two or more Census defined Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs), reflecting multiple economic areas.

A good example of a multiple CBSA Nielsen Audio radio market is the Greenville-Spartanburg, SC market. The table below shows the percentages of the how the radio market's population distributed across the three CBSAs that are within its borders.

**Table 2. Population Distribution by City for Greenville-Spartanburg Radio Market**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBSA</th>
<th>% of Greenville-Spartanburg, SC Radio Market Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenville, SC</td>
<td>55.68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spartanburg, SC</td>
<td>26.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, SC</td>
<td>17.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BIA Advisory Services, November 2018

Potential advertisers located in only one of these CBSAs might only want to reach potential customers located in only one of these areas.

**USE CASES FOR LOCAL RADIO ZONED COVERAGE AREAS**

- **News and Informational Programming:** Radio stations can use broadcast zones to send different transmissions with program content relevant to those geographies that may border along state, city, or other meaning boundaries. A Dallas, TX radio station could provide different news feed to Dallas and Ft. Worth listeners for example. Weather, traffic, and other news content can be targeted to the most relevant zones.

- **Advertising:** Unbundling advertising opportunities from only full market coverage to offer zoned broadcasts enables local stations to provide two new ad products to the marketplace. First, smaller businesses who cannot afford and may not need full market radio coverage due to the geographic trading area they serve, can take advantage of lower priced radio zoned advertising. Second, even larger regional or national marketers may want to take advantage of zoned radio advertising to tailor their creative messaging to appeal to residents and businesses in different states and CBSAs to increase their
relevance and impact. This is especially important for radio to be more competitive with digital and television media.

- **Public Service Announcements:** Groups that rely on local radio to help promote their public service causes, much like commercial advertisers, can benefit from more geographically targeted radio advertising. For example, charitable groups and other public service agencies that are organized along state-level or CBSA lines will find it much more effective for their outreach efforts to target audiences in these more relevant geographies.

- **Spanish and Other Languages:** In many markets, there are geographic clusters with high densities of people who don't speak English as their first language. In multi-generational homes, there's often a mix of bilingual, even multilingual people that may or may not speak English as their preferred language or perhaps not speak English at all. Radio broadcasters with zoned broadcasting capabilities can provide zone broadcasts to these geofenced areas featuring programming and advertising offering a mix of English language, Spanish language or other languages as best suits the needs of the community.

- **Programming:** Local government, civic events, entertainment, and other information relevant to specific geographies within markets cannot be prioritized by radio broadcasters limited to single coverage area.

- **Emergency Alerts and Warnings:** Local radio stations are part of national, state, and local critical infrastructure for issuing alerts and warnings. One of the major challenges for public safety and emergency management officials is getting the right message to the right members of the public at the right time. Within radio market geographic boundaries often there will be multiple zones where weather, flood warnings, traffic, and other public safety incidents may arise where local citizens need to be warned. Sending out mass alerts and warnings to everyone in a radio market creates a situation where those not in affected geographies start ignoring these warnings. This is not a desirable outcome for anyone. With zoned coverage areas, local radio stations can do a better job of alerting listeners most likely to be impacted by breaking situations.
SCENARIOS: ZONED ADVERTISING IMPACT ON RADIO REVENUE

BIA Model for Industry Impact of Zoned Radio Advertising

In order to gauge the potential revenue impact, we constructed a model using BIA’s radio market level revenue estimates. We specifically modeled the markets in which the radio markets include multiple states as well as multiple CBSAs. Additionally, we modeled the other top 25 ranked radio markets not included in that other group as those markets are quite large and thus might be ripe for zone advertising in different regions of the market.

There are 1,900 commercial radio stations located in the radio markets that cross state boundaries and/or include multiple CBSAs. These markets collectively generated $2.75 billion in over-the-air advertising revenue in 2017. Additionally, the other top 25 ranked radio markets not included in that other group has 1,019 commercial radio stations generating $3.85 billion in over-the-air advertising revenue in 2017.

To generate the impact on revenue from zone advertising, we made these assumptions:

1. Percentage of radio stations in the multi-state/multi CBSA radio markets that will offer zoned advertising. In part, we base our assumption here on how many stations in a market adopt zoned advertising solutions and therefore share the infrastructure costs of the zoned transmission system. The more stations participating, the less expensive it is per station.

2. Percentage of market revenue accounted for the local radio stations in these multi-state/multi CBSA markets that will offer zoned advertising.

3. Percentage of radio stations that will zone advertise in the other top 25 ranked radio markets that are not part of the other group.

4. Percentage of market revenue accounted for the local radio stations in these other top 25 ranked radio markets that are not part of the other group that will offer zoned advertising.

5. Percentage of spots that will be in zoned advertising inventory. The demand for radio spots overall is soft. We expect that some inventory that would otherwise remain unsold may be sold in part or whole as zoned spots.

6. Percentage premium to be charged for the zoned advertised spots. We see premium value will result from revenue generated by filling in for unsold and per response ads.
The following table shows the impact that varying the assumptions listed above will have on the additional annual revenue generated from zone advertising. The impact of zone advertising estimated below may be conservative as it only examines the multi-state/multi CBSA and other top 25 ranked markets. There may be radio stations located in other markets that would find zone advertising advantageous.

**Table 3. BIA Model for Industry Impact of Zoned Radio Advertising**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameters</th>
<th>Example 1</th>
<th>Example 2</th>
<th>Example 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017 Total Over-the-Air Adv. Revs. (000s)</td>
<td>$6,603,425</td>
<td>$6,603,425</td>
<td>$6,603,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Stations Zone Advertising in Multi-State/Multi CBSA Markets</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Market Revs. Attributable to the Zone Advertising Stations</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Stations Zone Advertising in Other Top 25 Ranked Markets</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Market Revs. Attributable to the Zone Advertising Stations in Other Top 25 Ranked Markets</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Spots that are Zone Advertised</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Premium for Zone Advertising</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Revenue (000s)</td>
<td>$181,604</td>
<td>$434,743</td>
<td>$751,165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: BIA Advisory Services, November 2018

While these estimates vary substantially depending upon the assumptions made, the model illustrates the potentially significant incremental impact that zone advertising can have on the financial health of the participating radio stations. There are some additional one-time capital and annual operating costs incurred with zone advertising, but much of the annual additional revenue will fall to the bottom line thereby increasing the value of these radio stations by a much higher percentage. Moreover, the ability to zone advertise will allow these local radio stations to compete more effectively with other advertising platforms and stem the tide of declining revenue being experienced by the radio industry.
CONCLUSION

Local radio faces slow but steady declines in revenue forecasts. Once local TV stations transition to ATSC 3.0 with its capability of geotargeted content delivery, local radio stations will be the only electronic media channel not able to offer any form of geotargeting within its authorized broadcast coverage areas.

Some of the major opportunities local radio stations can achieve by developing zone-based coverage areas include advancing both economic and service outcomes such as:

- Selling into the growing market of geotargeted and location-based ad spend by local, regional and national advertisers.
- Support public safety services for zoned radio broadcasting such as alerts and warnings issued only to impacted zones versus the full market for more relevance and engagement.
- Local radio stations address unmet needs of its advertisers, audiences for zoned advertising and news editions.
- Improved the competitiveness of local radio in local marketing.

Some of the challenges facing local radio stations who want to develop and provide zone broadcast coverage areas include the need for FCC authorization and an assessment of the economics of implementing such systems.

Overall, BIA concludes that local radio stations need to develop more innovative and competitive responses for local market audiences and advertisers to achieve significant growth. We don't see local radio's online activities alone supporting these objectives. However, by offering a fundamentally new product such as zoned advertising, radio can be better positioned to compete with MVPDs, newspapers, direct mail and eventually ATSC 3.0 television stations for the projected $75 billion in Location Based Advertising that is currently unavailable to them.
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ENDNOTES

4 We define a significant manner by having at least 10% of the total radio market population residing in multiple states.
5 Core-Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs) are areas defined by the Census Bureau to reflect common economic areas. Some of these CBSAs are sometimes referred to as “metro areas.”
6 BIA Advisory Services, LLC maintains a database of all commercial and noncommercial radio and television stations, Media Access Pro™. Included in that database are estimates of over-the-air advertising revenue generated by these radio and television stations, and thus, market level totals for this revenue source.
7 The average top ten radio market is 5.7 million sq. ft and markets ranked 11 through 25 is 6.6 million sq. ft. in area, much larger than markets ranked lower.
What does it mean to be...

LOCAL?

Radio’s Big New Opportunity
Survey of 1051 Americans

Ages 18 and older in the top 100 markets

Conducted in Summer 2018

All respondents listen to “over-the-air” AM/FM radio at least once/month

Sex, age, ethnicity, and geography weighted to match national population
### How far do you typically travel to...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Less than 10 miles</th>
<th>10-20 miles</th>
<th>More than 20 miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a grocery store</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go to the bank</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a big box retail store</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a home improvement store</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visit a restaurant or bar</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a car dealership</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a shopping mall</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shop at a furniture store</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners age 18+ in top 100 markets
57% use radio for weather

50% use radio for traffic

58% use radio for local*news

*within 20 miles

52% use radio for metro*news

46% use radio for local events

*greater metropolitan area

Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
### How important is it that AM/FM radio provide...?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Somewhat Important</th>
<th>Not At All Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News/Info about weather and other local emergencies</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber alerts</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather information relevant to your local area</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic information relevant to your local area</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News about your local area</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News about the state you live in</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News about the metropolitan area you live in</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about local events</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about local politics/elections</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live.
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners age 18+ in top 100 markets
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Somewhat Important</th>
<th>Not At All Important</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local sport reports</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about local schools/colleges</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live broadcasts from local/community events</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about local businesses</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming about specific groups of people/organizations in your local community</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. about local charity organizations/events</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. about local restaurants/bars/entertainment</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info. about local churches/houses of worship</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live.
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners age 18+ in top 100 markets.*
% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide news/info about weather and other local emergencies: 71%

% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing news/info about weather and other local emergencies: 42%

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live.
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Local Weather

% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide weather relevant to your area: 65%

% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing weather relevant to your area: 40%

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Local Traffic

- 56% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide news/info about traffic relevant to your area

- 38% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing traffic relevant to your area

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Local News

% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide news about your local* area: 54%

% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing news about your local* area: 31%

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Local Events

% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide information about local events: 39%

% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing information about local events: 26%

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Local Businesses

25% saying it is "very important" for radio to provide information about businesses

22% saying radio is doing a "very good job" providing information about local businesses

*Respondents asked: please consider your local area to be the area within a 20 minute drive from where you live.
Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners in top 100 markets
Which is your primary source for local events?

- AM/FM Radio: 22%
- Television: 24%
- Facebook: 19%
- Website: 16%
- Printed Newspaper: 12%
- Other: 7%

Source: Edison Research - 2018 Survey of radio listeners age 18+ in top 100 markets
How much do you agree/disagree...

"You would **pay more attention** to ads on the radio if they were for business or products in your local area."

**Strongly Agree/Agree:**

77%
Strongly Agree/Agree:

72%

How much do you agree/disagree...

"You would listen to AM/FM radio more if the information/commercials were better targeted to your local area."

GEO Broadcast Solutions

Edison Research
What does it mean to be... LOCAL?
Radio’s Big New Opportunity